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Service Description Rate/hr Rate/Day 
Food Service Design 2D/3D Kitchen Design where a site survey or 2D plan has 

been provided and the client has taken a brief.  This rate also 
applies to “outline” designs for feasibility studies 

£30 £240 

Consultation/Food Service 
Design (without Distributor 
Input) 

As above where HFSD participates in the initial meeting with 
the client to lead the brief. This can be completed in person 
or via a remote service (Zoom or alternative). Excludes 
mileage and other expenses to and from HFSD Base in West 
Yorkshire (where applicable) 

£45 £360 

Site Survey Attend site on behalf of the client. Excludes mileage and 
other expenses to and from HFSD Base in West Yorkshire 
(where applicable) 

£300/day or Subject to 
Quotation depending 
on location 

Ventilation Design  2D/3D Layouts where a site survey or 2D plan has been 
provided and the client is leading the design. Suitable for 
Planning purposes. Manufacturing drawings subject to further 
expertise. 

£45 £360 

Shopfitting Design 2D/3D Layouts for concept explanation to a manufacturer. 
Drawings may not be suitable for final assembly but will 
convey very clearly the intended design for quotation 
purposes 

£30 £240 

Service Drawings 2D Service Information Design (Mechanical & Electrical 
positions etc) where an agreed kitchen design has been 
completed by HFSD 

£30 £240 

Interior Design/3D Visuals Photorealistic visuals, interior concepts, and virtual 
“walkthrough” 

Subject to Quotation 
From £250/Model 

Product Modelling Production of manufacturer symbols in readiness for use by 
designers and consultants 

Subject to Quotation 
From £250/model 

Specification  Generate a pre-populated quotation in AutoQuotes without 
pricing in readiness for tender or other works by the client 

£30 £240 

Quotation Generate a specification as above, tender pricing to approved 
suppliers, and complete a document ready for issue. 

£35 £280 

Project Presentation Document Prepare a tailored document in readiness for a presentation 
to the project decision-maker. This may include previously 
produced foodservice designs, 3D visuals, specifications, or 
quotations along with equipment literature and  any other 
relevant material presented in a concise package 

£35 £280 

Post Order Preparation Generate project-specific documentation to stakeholders for 
project delivery – includes preparing the agreed quotation for 
order processing, margin improvement, and outline Program 
of Works, and handover to relevant teams. *This does not 
include Program Management 

£35 £280 

Literature/Forms/Presentation 
Templates 

Produce digital documents for marketing or internal 
purposes. Uses include press/email and print 

Subject to Quotation 
From £50 

Photography (On-
Site/Principle) 

Attend a pre-prepared venue and provide photographic 
services for marketing purposes. This may also include 
product photography and or factory/team/staff 
photography. Traveling to and from the location. Photo 
Editing (off-site). Excludes mileage and other expenses too 
and from HFSD Base in West Yorkshire (where applicable) 

Subject to Quotation 
From £300/day 

Photography (Off-Site/Post 
Production) 

Post principle photography processing, editing, and readying 
for client use for any platform or format  

Subject to Quotation 
From £35/day 

Project Management Manage project from point of order. Works may include 
supplier/distributor/contractor coordination, site surveys, 
and extensive communication in all forms. Excludes mileage 
and other expenses to and from HFSD Base in West 
Yorkshire 

£75 £750 

Business Consulting/Training Providing management-level training and consultation on 
best practices, staff mentoring, etc. Works will be mainly 
seminar or one to one and maybe either in person or via a 
remote service (Zoom or alternative)  

£50 £500 
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